
INSTRUCTIONS & WARRANTY
MOON BEAM

SETTING THE TIME

Turn the TIME SET knob located on the back of the clock in a counter 
clockwise direction (as per the arrow on the back of the case) until the 
correct time has been reached. 

Note: When setting the time, the hands on dial will turn in a clockwise 
direction.

SETTING THE ALARM

Turn the ALARM TIME SET knob located on the back of the clock in a 
counter clockwise direction (as per the arrow on the back of the case) 
until the desired alarm time has been reached.

Note: When setting the alarm time,The hands on dial will turn in a 
counter clockwise direction.

ACTIVATING THE ALARM ON/OFF

1. Set the alarm time as described in the previous section

2. The ALARM ON/OFF switch is located on the back of the clock. 
    Slide the ALARM ON/OFF switch to the ON position to activate the     
    alarm.

3. Slide the ALARM ON/OFF switch to the OFF position to turn the     
    alarm off.

4. Select your desired alarm mode by using the ALARM BELL / LIGHT 
    switch located on the back of the clock. 

ALARM MODES

Bell only (far left position on slide switch) - The audible bell alarm will 
sound at the set alarm time for 30 minutes, unless it is interrupted by 
the snooze function or if the alarm is turned off. The light will not come 
on in this alarm mode. 

Light only (middle position on slide switch) - The alarm light will begin 
blinking 5 minutes before the set alarm time. It will continue to blink for 
30 minutes after the set alarm time, unless it is interrupted by the 
snooze function or if the alarm is turned off. The bell will not sound in 
this alarm mode.

Bell + Light (far right position on slide switch) - The alarm light will 
begin blinking 5 minutes before the set alarm time to gently start the 
wake up process. The audible bell alarm will sound at the set alarm 
time for 30 minutes. The blinking light will continue to blink during the 
audible bell alarm, unless it is interrupted by the snooze function or if 
the alarm is turned off.

Note: The alarm in any alarm mode will automatically turn off after 30 
minutes unless it is interrupted by the snooze function or if the alarm is 
turned off. 

USING THE SNOOZE

When the audible bell alarm is sounding and /or the alarm light is 
blinking, press and release the SNOOZE button. The bell alarm and / 
or light will temporarily turn off, but will resume after 10 minutes. 

Note: The snooze function can be repeated up to three times. 

USING THE DIAL BACKLIGHT

The dial backlight can be lit continuously all the time if desired. 

1. The DIAL BACKLIGHT ON/OFF switch is located on the back of the 
    clock. To turn the dial light on, slide the DIAL BACKLIGHT ON/OFF 
    switch to the ON position. 

2. Slide the DIAL BACKLIGHT ON/OFF switch to the OFF position to 
    turn the dial backlight off.

INSTALLING OR REPLACING BACKUP BATTERIES (OPTIONAL)

Note: The battery backup feature is not necessary to operate your 
Moon Beam alarm clock. It is optional to have the battery backup in 
case of a power outage. Should a power failure occur and good backup 
batteries have been installed, the clock will maintain time and the 
audible bell alarm will go off at the set alarm time (provided the alarm 
switch is switched to the ON position).

7. ALARM TIME SET knob
8. TIME SET knob
9. DIAL BACKLIGHT ON/OFF switch    
10. ALARM BELL / LIGHT switch
11. ALARM LIGHT
12. BATTERY BACKUP compartment 

The following instructions explain how to operate your Moon Beam 
alarm clock.

GETTING STARTED

Begin by plugging the power cord into a standard household outlet.

Thank you for your purchase of this quality clock. The utmost care has 
gone into the design and manufacture of your clock. Please read these 
instructions carefully and store them in a safe place for future reference.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS

1. SNOOZE bar
2. HOUR hand
3. ALARM TIME indicator
4. MINUTE hand
5. SECONDS hand
6. ALARM ON/OFF switch
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